MINUTES OF THE REGUUR COUNCIL MEETING OF BRAZEAU COUNTY, HELD IN THE
COUNTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING, COUNCIL CHAMBERS IN BRAZEAU COUNTY ON
TUESDAY, 2014 08 05
CALL TO
ORDER

Reeve P. Vos called the meeting to order at 9:00 am.

PRESENT

P. Vos, Reeve

R. Moir, Deputy Reeve
M. Thompson, Councillor
M. Gressler, Councillor
A. Heinrich, Councillor
S. Mahan, Councillor
K. Westerlund, Councillor

B. Christie, Acting Chief Administrative Officer
K. Robinson, Executive Assistant

R. Ennis, Director of Community Services
J. Evasiuk, Director of Public Works and Infrastructure
OTHERS

M. Lulla, Western Review

Reeve P. Vos presented a long service award to Lloyd Woloszyn, Maintenance
Supervisor for his 40 years of service to Brazeau County.
ADDITION TO
AND ADOPTION
OF AGENDA

Addition to and Adoption of Agenda

929/14

Moved by R. Moirto approve the agenda with the following
additions;

6.

Delegations/Appointments
10:30 am - Lori Heggie

10.

General Matters

(h)
12.

AAMDC Lobbying- Internet Coverage Study

Planning and Development
(e)
Land Use Bylaw Amendment 14A-010
Request for Council Decision - handout

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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ADOPTION OF
MINUTES

Adoption of Minutes

930/14

Moved by M. Gresslerto approve the minutes of the July 15, 2014
Council meeting as presented.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

931/14

Moved by M. Thompson to approve the minutes of the July 28, 2014
Council Policy Review Meeting as presented.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
BUSINESS

Business Arising

ARISING
None

URGENT

Urgent Items

ITEMS

None

PUBLIC WORKS

Public Works

Range Road 63 Speed Bylaw

Council reviewed the report presented.

932/14

Moved by A. Heinrlch to amend the draft speed limit bylaw for RR 63 to
50 kms.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

933/14

Moved by M. Thompson to table further discussion regarding the draft
speed bylaw for RR 63 until later in the meeting following the addition of
a bylaw number.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
CORPORATE
SERVICES

Corporate Services

Bank Reconciliation - General Account TD Bank

Council reviewed the report presented.

934/14

Moved by R. Moirto receive the report for information.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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Citizen Budget

Council reviewed the verbal report presented.

935/14

Moved by M. Thompson that Administration research the Citizen Budget
program, request a demo and bring back a report to Council.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

GENERAL

MATTERS

General Matters

Reeve and Community Services to host a meeting with Wavne Crocker for August 15,
2014 to gain full understanding of the ATV issue within the green space.

Council reviewed the verbal report presented.

936/14

Moved by A. Heinrich to host a meeting with Wayne Crocker on
August 15; 2014.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Honouring Wes Tweedle at Mayor's Gala. September 15.2014

Council reviewed the verbal report presented.

937/14

Moved by A. Heinrich to forward a letter to the Town of Drayton Valley
thanking them for the invitation to honour Wes Tweedle and that Wes
has respectfully declined.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Letter of Support - Foreign Workers

Council reviewed the verbal report presented.

Reeve P. Vos declared a pecuniary interest under Section 172{l){d) of the Municipal
Government Act and left the meeting at 9:29 am.

938/14

Moved by M. Gressler to table further discussion on a letter of support
until additional information is received regarding the foreign worker
program.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Reeve P. Vos returned to the meeting at 9:46 am.
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CAP Seating

939/14

Moved by S. Mahan that the CAO seating remain as it is presently.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

RCMP Service Increase

Councillor S. Mahan brought forward a request from the residents of Violet Grove for
increased RCMP services due to the number of break-ins.

940/14

Moved by R. Moir to add RCMP services to the 2015 Budget discussions.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

North Saskatchewan Watershed - September 12. 201410 am to 2 pm

County to provide lunch

Council reviewed the verbal report presented.

941/14

Moved by M. Gressler that Brazeau County provides lunch at the North
Saskatchewan Watershed event September 12, 2014 and in addition the
County provide lunches for future alternate meetings.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Physician Recruitment - cell phones

Council reviewed the verbal report presented.

942/14

Moved by K. Westerlund to receive for information.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

AAMDC Lobbying - Internet Coverage Study

Council reviewed the verbal report presented.
Due to time constraints further discussion on this issue will be held later in the meeting.

Reeve P. Vos called for a break at 10:05 am and the meeting resumed at 10:10 am.
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DELEGATIONS/
APPOINTMENTS

Delegations/Appointments
OHV Bylaw 841-14

943/14

Moved by A. Helnrich that the Council Meeting of August 5, 2014
proceed into public hearing at 10:10 am.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

CliffWhitelock -1 had a chance only to read this this morning as to what we had in line
here and I read it all over and the speed limit is set from 30 kms an hour for the hamlets
and I agree with that and 50 on the highway, but it will never happen. That's just my
opinion. The next thing is they can be operated from 8:00 am to 10:00 pm and that isn't
going to be long until 10:00 pm is dark and you get the camouflage bikes and dark
clothing and no safety equipment, it's a dangerous thing. I also read the letter and our
quad is a farm vehicle and it's used on the farm. I go down the road once in a blue
moon and I only drive on the County road 34 mile and I have to go across 620, which is
illegal for me to do that, but the one thing I really found that was bad is if you are going
ahead with this then put some safety on it. At the present time, there are no lights such
as a four-way flasher, signal lights, brake lights, and no rearview mirrors. They don't
have a flag sticking 5 feet above the quad. I saw that you have to be 14 and you have to
be accompanied by somebody that's 18, but on my quad it's got a big sticker that
nobody under the age of 16 can ride it and any other kind of vehicle you put on the road
you have to have a valid driver's license and you ride in the ditch and in about 90% of
our approaches, the culverts are not visible because of grass and none of them are
marked. Arizona sells a complete light assembly and I don't know how expensive that
would be but if we're not thinking safety on these, then I'm plumb against it. There's no
half way between. I'd a lot sooner get up here and squawk about the lights and the
whole nine yards on these than to buy flowers for some kid. At the present time I see
far too many young kids driving these quads at high speed on our roads. The police
have the chance to gauge this, if you know you're against the law I would assume you'd

pay a little more attention than you would if you somebody said it was ok. Every other
vehicle on the road has all those lights on it and you get some kind of an idea which way
you're going to turn. I have a new quad and it's a Rubicon 500 cc, power steering and
it's got one headlight, one tall light and it's a nice bike but is it equipped to drive on our
roads - no not in my book and I'm not against the people that want to use them, but if
you're going to use them put the safety on them. Safety first because as it come down
to it now, I don't think the police have ever given out a ticket. They did ticket one
skidoo guy cause they put their lights on and he just blew out of sight, but they did
manage to get the tag number so they went to his place and found him. I'm not against

the police either and I want to make that clear. Ifeel sorry for those guys because when
our quads were stolen they followed our quads for 40 kms lights on the whole nine
yards and they were doing 110 kms per hour and I didn't think one of them Rubicons
could get that high but it did. If the police had done anything to stop that quad,
something bad would have happened to the policeman and I see this as absolutely
wrong. I can hear quads going past my place just screaming in the night and the police
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can't stop them cause if one of these guys flies off in the tulips and kills himself, well
then they blame the police for chasing them and it's a sad deal. As far as I'm concerned
if we can afford a $10,000 quad to tear down the road with, then we can afford the
lights and all the flags and the whole thing with it.
Wes Tweedle - First of all, riding in the ditches is the last place you want quads to be
riding. The ditches are for drainage and if you start riding quads up and down there
you're going to have another road in the ditch and it's going to cause erosion. There's
culverts sticking out, there's erosion control devices that have spikes in the ground,
there is rocks that are put in there to stop erosion, they get grown up with grass and
they are not visible. That's the last place you want a quad to be riding. I think you
should allow them to ride on the right hand side of the road as far to the right as they
can and a maximum of 35 kms per hour and they have to have a destination, they're not
riding there just to ride back and forth. They are going somewhere to do something or
to get out to where they can ride wherever and however they want to ride onto public
land. You definitely don't want them in the ditches cause they're going to be going up
and down back slopes creating ruts that are going to cause erosion and million dollar
washouts and that's the last thing you want. I agree with Cliffthat they should have
lights, they should have a valid driver's license, which would make it illegal for anyone
under 16 to be out on a public road. You can't even legally drive a farm tractor on a
public road without a driver's license, so why would you allow a quad out there or a
side-by-side. Other municipalities do allow them on the road ways at a maximum of 35
kms per hour to get from point (a) to point (b) and that basically stops them from using
it as a race track because at 35 kms there's no fun in it, so you have to be going
somewhere to get to where you can have fun, so other than that I don't have a problem,
but I definitely do not want to see them in the ditches. That's the worst place they can
be.

Susan Kelly-Susan indicated that she had submitted a letter of concern and questions
and at this time she would just read her questions, and they are as follows:

1.

What is the purpose, intent and needfor authorizing the use of Off-Highway
Vehicles on ''Highways'' defined by Brazeau County in the proposed Bylaw?

2.

Item #l{k) states that "Reasonable Rate of Speed" means the speed at which an
operator is able to stop in a reasonable distance when presented with hazards
such that losses of life or limb or serious injuries do not occur.
What is deemed to be "serious injuries"?

Is it ok for an operator of an Off-Highway Vehicle to cause harm to others as long
as it does not result in loss of limb or serious injuries do not occur?
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Item #2 Prohibitions - states that:

a)
b)

A person who is less than 14 years old shall not drive an Off-Highway
Vehicle on a highway
A person who is less than 14 years old shall not drive an Off-Highway
Vehicle on public property unless:

i.

The person is supervised by a person who is occupying the
passenger seat on the Off-Highway vehicle or is in or on a vehicle
that is travelling in close proximity to the Off-Highway Vehicle,
and

c)

ii
The person supervising is 18 years old or older.
No person shall permit a person who is less than 14 years old to drive an
Off-Highway Vehicle in a public place except in accordance with
subsection (2)

What is deemed to be public property and public place?

4.

Item #3 states: No person shall operate an Off-Highway Vehicle:

a)

In any park or Country Residential Multi-LotSubdivision; (defined in 1 (e)
as meaning any Country Residential Subdivision consisting of a minimum
of six (6) lots and an internal roadway for lot access).

b)

On any Highway within the County, where the County has placed a sign
or signs prohibiting such operation; or

c)

In any environmental reserve area.

Why is it prohibitedfor the operation of an Off-Highway Vehicle in any Country
Residential Multi-Lot Subdivision but the operation of an Off-Highway Vehicle is
allowed in a Hamlet?

What is deemed to be ''an environmental reserve area" and how is it defined?

Have and are all the environmental reserve areas within Brazeau County been
identified? If yes, how, when and by whom were these environmental reserve
areas identified?

If not, how, when and by whom will they be identified and will they be identified
prior to approval of this proposed amended Bylaw, if approved?

How will operators of Off-Highway Vehicles know it is on environmental reserve
area?

Is there a proximity distance to an environmental reserve area also where there is
no operation of an Off-Highway Vehicle allowed?
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Item #4 states: Subject to sections 2 and 3, the County hereby allows the
operation of OffOHighway Vehicles on road right-of-ways under the following
conditions:

Item #4(b) states: The operator of the Off-Highway Vehicle must have valid
insurance and registration for the Off-Highway Vehicle during the operation of
the Off-Highway Vehicle, and must present evidence of insurance and
registration if an Enforcement Officer makes a demand for it.

Does the operator of an Off-Highway Vehicle need a license to operate?

Item #4(f) states: The operator is permitted to operate the Off-Highway Vehicle
only between the hours of 8:00 am and 10:00 pm and #4(g) states: The operator
must not:

i.
ii.
iii.

cause damage to rights of way, ditches or road surfaces,
cause damage to or destroy erosion control measures;
remove signs, posts or barriers, which serve as a warning or control
measure

Are the hours of permitted operation under 4(f) only when applicable when on
County rights of way, ditches or road surfaces such as in item 4(g)?
Is it also applicable to Off-Highway Vehicles on 'highways' as defined in item
ftl(h) as it only makes mention to rights of way, ditches or road surfaces?

Are the hours of permitted operation also applicable to the farmer/rancherfor
work related activities meaning for non-recreational use?
What is meant by and deemed to be 'damage'?
Who determines it, how and when?

6.

Item #6 states: An operator of an Off-Highway Vehicle within a Hamlet or
Country Residential Multi-Lot Subdivision within the County shall use the
roadway within the Hamlet or Country Residential Multi-Lot Subdivision only to
leave from and return to the Hamlet or Country Residential Multi-Parcel
Subdivision by the most direct and safest route possible to and from his or her
residence.

In relation to item #3 that says no person shall operate an Off-Highway Vehicle in
any Country Residential Multi-Lot Subdivision and item #6 that says the operator
shall use the roadway within the Country Residential Multi-Lot Subdivision only to
leave from and return to the Country Residential Multi-Lot Subdivision - when a
person is leaving from and returning to the Country Residential Multi-Lot
Subdivision, is this deemed not to be the operation of an Off-Highway Vehicle?
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Where are they going to and conningfronn?

What is the purpose, intent and needfor leaving "from" and "returning to" in the
first place with an Off-Highway Vehicle?

7.

Item #9 states: An Enforcement Officer is hereby authorized and empowered to
issue a Violation Tag to any person who the Bylaw Enforcement Officer has
reasonable and probable grounds to believe has contravened any provision of
this bylaw.
Is an Enforcement Officer and a Bylaw Enforcement Officer one and the same or
are they different?

8.

Schedule "A" Penalties states: Operating an Off-Highway Vehicle in the ditch on
the wrong side of the road at night.
What is meant by 'night and why the penalty only at 'night'?
How do you propose to enforce any of this if you cannot catch the persons
contravening the bylaw and/or certain sections thereof?

Susan Kelly also asked that her letter be accepted in addition to the above questions.

Kathleen Seely - If it isn't broken don't fix it. It seems to be that the bylaw as it reads
right now is pretty good. It allows farmers to go down their fence line, move their
livestock or whatever. Also it allows seismic activities and road construction to take

place, so who is this squeaky wheel that wants this changed and why is my question. If
you allow other recreation OHV people to use the ditches, you're going to increase the
damage that already been done in a lot of the ditches. Who is going to fix that? In the
last few years with this bylaw as it is the amount of activity going down the ditch along
the RR71 has decreased a lot and so the ditches have been able to grow grass and things
like that to heal it over. Ithink It should stay this way, the way it is right now. I watched
a couple of bikers going down the ditch one night and when they came to approaches to
driveways, they would increase their speed and fly over the end of the driveway and
land on the other side and carry on and they did this several times and I thought, who is
going to scoop them up when they crash and burn one of these times when they miss
that ditch or hit a culvert or something, so allowing more OHV is going to perhaps open
it up for that kind of accident to happen and I don't think anybody wants that kind of
accident to happen. As far as increasing revenue from OHV activity to allow them down
in the ditch, that isn't going to increase revenue from OHV activity. There are places
where they can go if that's what they want to do and that's where they need to be
directed to. Thank you.
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Albert Orban - PowerPoint presentation with photos

Clarity needed in many aspects of the proposed bylaw
•
•

Safety and liability concerns
Existing bylaw disallowing recreational activity in ditches still resulting in severe
damage to some ditches

•

Addition of noise not considered

• Adequate enforcement of the proposed bylaw not feasible
Safety and Liability Concerns
• Ditches are not designed for travel
• Sloped uneven terrain
•

Often ditches are saturated with moisture

•

OHV's are prone to rollover and travelling at 50 km/hr in a ditch with an
aggressive slope with a driver with limited driving experience such as a 14 year

•
•
•

old is a dangerous combination
Steep approaches with culverts

History of accidents with death involving recreation vehicles and ditch use
Ifthe goal is to attract visitors to come and drive in the ditches, why should local
taxpayers be on the hook for damage repair incurred by visitors using the ditches

Addition of noise not considered

•

Many OHV's have modified exhausts and are capable of generating excess noise
that can travel for miles. It is not fair to landowners to subject them to this noise
without a way to control it

Enforcement of the bylaw not feasible
• The volume of roads with ditches in Brazeau County is large. OHV bylaw
violations will require a County officer to enforce it. Adequate enforcement of
this bylaw does not appear to be feasible with the current staff coverage

Mark Raines - As a producer, I think this is a knee jerk reaction to the bad apples and I
want to reinforce the enforcement issue, we have the picture saying the enforcement
isn't working now, the bylaw says those tracks shouldn't be in the ditch, so enforcement
is an issue. As a producer, though I sent a proposal to the Director of Community
Services, that we get a producer license or producer tag where we call this what it really
is to us. It's a implement of husbandry. We've owned an ATV for probably 12 years and
one afternoon in 2006 our eldest son went recreating on it, that's the only time that unit
has ever been used for recreation. Constable Hees stopped me one time and told me I
couldn't be riding it on the road, it was a recreational vehicle. I told him there is 30
sucker rod fence posts, two rolls of barbed wire, fencing pliers, stretchers and a hammer
here, if you want to come have fun, you're more than welcome to. It needs to be
treated the same as our other farm implements. If I have an emblem on the back that
signifies it as any of my other pull behind implements, a slow moving emblem, I stay
under a certain speed. I could put my 14 year old on there if he/she has a valid learners
permit and treat it as what it is. It is an implement of husbandry, it is being used in the
process of an agricultural operation. Ithink that Brazeau needs to take the step, the
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proactive step and lead the way across the Province and lool< at this. We think this oil
thing Is going to last forever, agriculture is going to support this County, probably not.
I'm not going to see it, I hope my kids don't see it, but I'm pretty sure our grandkids are
going to see where agriculture will surpass the oil field in this area and we've got to do
something to prop up our agriculture industry and make it as sustainable as possible and
labelling us as hooligans that are ripping up roads isn't going to do it. Let us do what we
do best and that's be stewards of the land. We don't tear up ditches. I do travel ditches
now, I'm pretty much forced to, but on the gravel roads I break the law. I'm being made
a criminal under the current law, but it's been a huge benefit to our operation having
that ATV. It saves one person in the operation being able to go out and check fences. It
improves public safety having that ATV because we can cover our fences quicker and
more often. We have fewer livestock problems with the use of that ATV. These are
things that need to be taken into consideration. That's why I do feel Brazeau County
needs to take the lead on this and show the rest of the counties in the Province what

you can do to help agriculture. Thank you.

Leah Thibeau -1 am in favour of the new bylaw. I agree with what Mr. Raines just said
in that I feel it's a few bad apples ruining it for everybody. I am empathetic to people
who have struggled with ATV's who have not been courteous, however having said that
though if we look in our world you can find hundreds of situations where regular
everyday activities you always have some that are doing what you're not supposed to
do. We have speeders on the highway but that doesn't mean we ban vehicles that go
above ICQ km/hr or that noise we have Harley Davidson motorcycles that are very loud,
but it doesn't mean people aren't allowed to purchase them and drive them on our
highways. When it comes to being responsible, Ithink the majority of us ATVers want to
be able to leave our residences and drive out to where our crown land and what not

that we are allowed to recreate on, without having to load them. Our family, for
example lives about VA miles from some crown land that we like to go and enjoy the
afternoon on and that means loading and tying down and driving VA miles to unload.
For us we have two children and one of the things we've been able to do by taking up
the hobby of ATVing is teaching them about the environment, about being out with
wildlife and enjoying what Alberta has to offer. We are always very careful with our
litter and if we're out there and find that someone else hasn't been, we clean up after
them. I think that the majority of ATVers are the same way, we're trying to teach our
children. For us personally we've rode in the ditches because when you're riding in the
ditches, lots of time 35 km/hr is probably the max that we're travelling, especially if the
grass is longer and you're coming up to an approach. As an experienced ATVer you
understand there's a good likelihood there's a culvert in there. So whether you can see
it or not, that's how we ride and I think that the majority of people are if it's a stretch of
road or a trail they are not familiar with, they are trying to be safe. We are teaching our
children that, to respect the land, to be safe. Cliff said his machines weren't armed with
the safety gear, our machines have two headlights, tail lights, brake lights. They don't
have signal lights but neither do peddle bikes and you're allowed to ride your peddle
bike on the roadways. There are hand signals and you learn how to be safe and you
teach your children how to be safe and I know for us we have our home acreage and
then there's a piece of property, a very small water injection well site that separates it
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from another piece of property that we have and we can't even legally ride in the ditch
that's about 300 yards long to get from one property to the other. So to me, Ithink that
there are rules in place to try and implement safety to encourage the majority of
responsible ATV people to teach their children. Absolutely, is everybody going to do it,
no, and the rules are in place to allow enforcers to do that and it's a shame that the
people who don't respect it are ruining it for the ones that would. Thank you. There
were some people who couldn't be here today so I have three notes that say they are all
in favour as well.

Heather Anderson - I see this issue coming up here and it's definitely two sided. I don't
have an expensive up to date quad, I have a 4 X2 gator that is not equipped with all the
bells and whistles, but it does have a headlight. It is on my books as an agriculture piece
of equipment and is used strictly for agriculture and not recreational. 1use it for fence
checking, for minerals and salt and those kinds of activities, which is going to happen
sometimes along my ditch lines. Being my age I grew up in the era when the skidoo's
first started coming out and we got to ride them anywhere and everywhere. Backthen
they didn't go very fast and back then too everybody had a user respect. Laws
unfortunately have to be changed and put in place because of the few people that tend
to ruin it for everyone else. That's an unfortunate thing. I personally don't have a
problem with ATV or skidoo's using their recreational vehicles, but what happens is
when we have the few that abuse it and as was mentioned earlier, some of these are

really piped up and they are extremely loud which creates a serious hazard for livestock.
I have livestock right along the highway and I have seen some serious problems happen
because of people misusing their ATV along the highways. And this is what ends up
happening. We've had accidents with our horses and with riders because of this misuse
being done. I've seen the damage that's been done, not only in the ditches, but on the
approaches and at the intersections from when they burn their donuts at 2:00 in the
morning. I'm looking at this bylaw and it seems like it's more of a bylaw that's geared
towards recreational use, fine but I think we should have a clear distinction between
recreational use and agriculture use. Now whether we do it through issuing an
agricultural license that can be done at the time of paying taxes on a per year basis, for
example misuse of that license, then it can be revoked. That is an alternative, then it
does allow the agriculture people to continue with their practices as they use their
vehicles for. You have a clear distinction between the recreational use and agriculture
use. You have a few outlines of fines and so forth, which to be are not very effective. I
find that when people decide they are going to abuse the law, they really don't care
about the fines. They're not up high enough. Some of the fines on page 41 (1) seem to
contravene paragraph 7 on page 39 of confiscation. The confiscation of the ATV's is
keeping in check the people who have been abusing the law. My concern is with putting
this in place is that it's just going to open it all up again. Has the opinion of our law
enforcement been taken into consideration in drafting this bylaw? It's a large area for
the bylaw officers to cover and Ithink this could seriously burden that department and
overload it because as it is right now they can't enforce the bylaw and find the abusers.
They are long gone and the people who are going to abuse it know exactly how far they
can go. You don't get calls on people who use respect. My concern is how this is going
to affect all of the people within this County and the usage and damage on our County
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roads and our County ditches. I would like to see it more distinguished between
recreational and agriculture use. Thank you.

Tammy Orban -1 just wanted to really encourage you to look at Susan's questions
because what I felt through those questions is that these are some of the legal liabilities
that you will be possibly responsible for in the future and to take it very seriously. I
personally been skidooing and hit a culvert, my skidoo crashed and I bruised my pelvis
extremely badly. As well, I had a cousin killed when he drove up on an approach and an
oncoming vehicle hit him. So I know the extent of what your proposed bylaw can do
and therefore I disagree with it. We live beside the Kay-son RV Park, we have been kept
awake through closed windows in the middle of the winter by skidoo's ripping up and
down the ditches when it is currently illegal. Ithink what the current bylaw does and I
know this from several different stories is, the current bylaw gives the landowners a
little bit of leverage. When we're talking enforcement, enforcement is not just your
County officer it also includes just people. And what is happening right now is that the
people who are doing the bad things know that they are not legal, so what your current
bylaw does is it actually empowers the people to go and talk to those people who are
not doing the right thing and say 'look, if you don't smarten up, we're going to report
you'. I know three different instances where the landowners were riding their horses in
arena's that are next to highways and the OHV's were ripping up and down back and
forth and they let it go on for a couple of days, but they were so loud, so noisy and
obnoxious that they eventually got off their horse and ran to the road, flagged them
down and talked to them and said 'look if you don't smarten up we are going to report
you because you are illegal, you're not supposed to be here'. From that point on not
only they drove so slow that not even they noticed it, but two other neighbours on the
other side of the road did. I would really strongly encourage you that what the current
bylaw does is that it allows me to go down to Kay-son RV park and ask them to talk to
their people so that they start respecting us landowners because if you don't we are
going to report you. Right now all the landowners have been very tolerant because
we're neighbours and we want to get along, but we know that we have the power to be
able to go down and talk to them and let them know we're going to report them if they
don't smarten up. And that is helping us as a sort of crime watch. If you don't have the
bylaw in place for us to be able to say that, then we are not able to help you guys
enforce the bad guys. And how else are you going to get the bad guys. One or ten
County officers is not going to achieve that. What has to happen is that it has to be put
in the landowners multiple eyes and we need the bylaws to back us and have some
clout. So I just want to encourage you that the current bylaw Is not really being
enforced. We all know that. But what it is currently doing is it's giving us the power to
be able to threaten these people a little bit because they know what they're doing is
illegal. I think what the answer is to massage the current bylaw. There are some
agricultural uses to be included in that, I personally disagree that people should be in
the ditches at all. Ithink that 16 years of age driving on the side of the road, that's the
safest place for them, with signal lights, brake lights and headlights. I think all those
safety questions do need to be answered. Ithink everyone is looking for a win-win and
we have 70 kms of ATV trails that are beautiful and safe that are made specifically for
ATV people and I don't think it's a crime for those people that live right next to those
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trail heads to drive a mile down the road on the side of the road safely at 30 km/hr to go
use those trails. But I do disagree with people driving 10-15 miles down the roads to get
to those ATV trails. So that is where there needs to be a little bit of use, but at the same

time I don't think everybody needs to be driving 15 miles down the roads to use the ATV
trails. I haul my quads and horse to wherever I want to go and recreate and the parks
council is working very hard in putting in more tourist trails to attract tourism and ATV
trails and I think personally instead of putting money into reclaiming the ditches that are
being destroyed, that was one weekend that even more of that damage was done and
now it's taxpayer money that has to go into fix that. Why don't we take that taxpayer
money and put it into developing ATV trails to attract our visitors there instead of
attracting our visitors to drive our ditches, cause that's a iose-lose for everyone. And
the win-win for everyone is to develop the trails. There are trails being developed both
on the Buck Creek side of the river, but the majority that currently exist are on at the
end of RR83 and there is also proposals in place to put in a motorized campground and I
think that's the way we should start focusing and start pushing and massage the current
bylaw as it sits. Thank you.
Mark Hannem - I'm a resident on RR64and Hwy 39 and I'm all for changing the bylaw.
I'm so old that I remember when we used to be able to do it. I've been riding quads
since they made them, my kids drive them, my grandchildren are starting to ride them
and I'm a criminal because I do cheat sometimes and drive down in the ditch. My
property borders the highway and we've got friends that live a couple miles away that
we go over to visit them and the County can't regulate against stupidity. We live along
the highway, we have people burning donuts on RR64, there's a ton of rubber fresh out
there now. There's a ton of accidents, there's a big freaking cross in the ditch in front of
our house from a death there recently. The County I don't think can regulate against
people being hurt on quads. People are going to be hurt on quads forever mostly
because they are mostly inexperienced or drunk and they get hurt, and if they are drunk
on the County road, well then they are subject to all the other highway laws. It is a
horrible pain in the butt to live in rural Alberta and you can't drive your skidoo in the
wintertime on frozen ground in three feet of snow down the road without being illegal
and there's bad apples. The horse people are always going to hate the quad people and
vice versa and there's bad apples. Guys that are will go tear up through where there's
reeds and wet ground and make ruts and stuff and that's the people we've got to try to
catch. But the majority of people just want to go over to their friends to go riding or
visiting or whatever. The majority of people I ride with, we don't wreck everything. We
don't litter, we pick up litter from other people and I really welcome the idea of having it
be legal again to ride in the ditch. Thanks.
Heidi Swan - I'm speaking on behalf of two other households for a total of 6. OHV
doesn't just refer to quads, it also refers to snowmobiles, modified farm equipment and
if you look at the Alberta Government regulations, there's a list this long of things that
are OHV's. There are lights on quads, there are tail lights, there are brake lights, there is
just no signal lights as someone mentioned before. I think this County has come up with
a good new proposed bylaw and I am pleased to see that you are aligning with many of
the other Counties in our area and that you've compared with them. I believe that you
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have some really good rules in there, you are looking at safety and Ithink you've done a
very good job at safety. Far beyond what the Alberta government itself sets as safety
regulations in the Alberta Off-highway Safety Regulations, so if the Provincial
government thinks that they're regulations are good, yours are better, so that's really
good and I'm proud of you guys for doing that. We have heard lots of stories of people
that are angry with quads, well you can have just as many stories of people who are
angry with farmers on their tractors, rigs being next door to people with noises. I have a
rig pumping right now beside me and I listen all night long to the pulling of pipe. Am I
upset - no - it's the stuff that happens in rural Alberta and in this community. I have
people going down the road with cats, bulldozers, big trucks all the time, noise is noise.
You guys have a noise bylaw and if people can respect that bylaw that's what it is. We
cannot regulate everybody and everything. The ditches, there are tons of people right
now and if you go right now to Hwy. 621 and the Pembina River you will see 6 trucks
sitting in the ditch. Because Telus drives down in the ditch, fishermen park right off the
side of the highway with no care and no concern for the shoulders or pavement, down
into the ditch and right over to where you can get to the Pembina River to launch your
raft, to swim, to access Telus. There are tons of people driving in the ditches with
vehicles every single rut is not caused by an ATV. I've seen hay bales fall off of people's
trucks and then they go down into the ditch with their tractor to pick up their hay bales.
There's lots of things that happen in the ditch that are not always an ATV's fault. We
just are the scape goat. Something that your bylaw has done is made criminals out of all
of us. Just to go help your neighbour put a fence up, to go help move someone's cattle
from field to field, we're all being made criminals, and if we think that we can as

neighbours help you enforce catching bad ATV users, now your allowing us to take the
law into our hands. What's going to happen there? Are we going to have fist fights, are
we going to have knives pulled out, somebody going to be shot because they are telling
someone somebody else to get off my land, or I'm going to report you. You can't allow
citizens to be responsible for this. Ithink what you need to do is do what you're doing
and put in heavy duty enforcement penalties and that will get the bad guys. This County
always had a really good ATV bylaw and not that many years ago a squeaky wheel had it
changed, so it can be put back to where it was and be good. Farming is very important
in this community and we need to be able to use it to do those kind of things, so I
definitely agree with the people that are saying it is an agricultural vehicle because for
the most part it is an agricultural vehicle, but it is also a recreational vehicle. And there
are many businesses that rely on it and being able to use it for recreational income.
Some people can load their quad and take it to another place. A lot of people can't load
their quad and take it to another place. I can't load my own quad and drive it
somewhere else. My husband can't load his own quad and drive it somewhere else.
We're not all 20 year olds. I just think it's really bad that we have a few bad apples that
spoil it for everybody and then it takes away from everybody else. If you're going to
start making more trails for more ATV's to go on, does that mean the County is going to
start dishing out money to build more trails, cause most of the trails are nowhere near
my house, so I do have to go the 10 or 15 miles or 20 miles to get to a trail, so if you are
going to start building more trails come on over to my end of the County and start
building trails and if the taxpayers are willing to pay for that, then yahoo I'll ride those
trails. Until the taxpayers are ready to pay for it I have to ride somewhere else. Ithink
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you guys have done really good, I appreciate you doing all of this and looking at it. You
can't be in charge of everybody and like someone said stupid is stupid, there are car
accidents all the time, it's not meaning that person is a bad driver, it just means that it
was an accident, that's why it's called an accident. So I appreciate what you've done
and I look forward to the new bylaw. Thank you.
Jeff Bundt -1 operate a large holding of land just south east of Drayton Valley and we
use quads on a daily basis. I would say we put in between 3,000-4,000 miles a year on 3
machines so that would be a total of 10,000 -12,000 miles a year, you could not force
me to ride one for fun. We use them purely for our business. I agree with what Wes
said about not having those quads in the ditches. There's no law that say we have to
drive our tractor down a ditch. There's no law saying I have to drive a swather down a
ditch or a combine. To me they are a farm use vehicle, that's it. The safest place it
could be is on the shoulder of the road. About 3 weeks ago I was crossing the highway,
we have a large group of cattle on the south side of Hwy. 616 and two large groups on
the north side of Hwy. 616. On a daily basis I check those cattle. Me, my brother and
my son, anyway Ijust crossed the highway and Constable Hees pulled up and he said are
you moving cattle and I said no I was going to check these cows on the other side of the
highway. He said how about your insurance and registration. I said I don't have any on
any of these machines, he said what about your helmut and I said you put on a helmut
and go tag a calf and see how that works for you. There are some things and I realize
that there is a liability issue and there are safety issues and stuff like that. We don't tear
100 miles/hour up and down the road. If any of you guys have rode a quad and wore a
helmut, try to look over your shoulder in either direction and see how far you can see.
Now get on that quad and try to move some cattle and see how far you can see. I'll
guarantee you would be shifted % of the way around just to see behind you cause they
stick out. They're like a blinder on a bridle. That's one thing I would change with what
you've got now. I don't have to wear a helmut to ride my horse. I don't wear a helmut
to drive the tractor, an open air tractor, nor do I need a license or registration on a
tractor on a swather or anything like that. Now in speaking with Mark, I said we get a
dump card, you know that we're a resident and we pay our tax, we get a dump card so
we can go use the dump. An agriculture producer would have to be recognized
somehow but you guys give out tri-drive permits, you give out over-width permits, you
give out over-height permits, and as a landowner if a fellow was to go in when he paid
his taxes, brought his farm fuel number so that he could show that he actually did make
a living with agriculture, I don't see why the County could permit agriculture producers.
You don't need to have a helmut on, you don't need the license and registration, the
regular recreational rider would need. We're doing a completely different thing, we're
not looking ahead or at the tail light of the quad in front of us. We're looking around,
we're checking fence, we're doing stuff like that. It truly isn't feasible to wear a helmut,
I have a big head anyway, you know and I have a diversified bunch of people, well how
many helmuts do I have to own. There are some things like that. If you folks are
worried about liability, you should be out at the Pembina riverside trails making sure
everybody that's on a saddle horse is wearing helmuts. That's a true fact. Also as far as
the lights and the safety, I agree partially with what Cliff said. I think that any vehicle,
farm vehicle on the road, if they've got a light on it that thing should be working. So if
my quad only has a headlight and a tail light, they probably both should be working. If
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my tractor has turn signals and hazard lights they should all be working. In ternns of
putting additions of turn signals and things that aren't stock, I don't know if that's
necessary, but I do believe that you guys should support our business as agriculture and
conform to or change your bylaws and policies to what best suits a producer, rather
than what best suits the guy that rides for fun and then the guy that's gone to work
because there is a huge difference and it does need to be recognized. Thank you.
Lynn Raines - I'm looking at #6 in the bylaw regarding the hamlets, prior to Brazeau
County putting in the current bylaw, the Village of Breton had put in a bylaw and part of
their bylaw said exactly that regarding the off road vehicles. What happened to us, we
live 3 miles from Breton and I know it's happened to numerous people is they took the
most direct route out of Breton and we have a lease on our place so they would come
and rip donuts in the lease, and rip donuts on our land. Yes, it's easy to say the most
direct route, but the problem is that private land gets brought into it. If it's an open
field, people feel that they can go and rip donuts or they can do whatever. One of the
things that doesn't get stressed often enough is oil well leases are still on private land.
It is not open recreation for everybody and that is one of the things I find frustrating.
When you brought in this current bylaw, we did not see that anymore. So by changing
it, I think we are going to see more of that. Thank you.

Joe Roos -1 live on RR71 and we used to have a real problem with OHV noise issues
down our road, they are in the ditch and on the highway and everything and boy it can
be pretty loud sometimes. That was probably one of our biggest concerns. There were
a couple of interesting things that happened. One of them was that one of our
neighbours was leaving their residence and pulling out onto the highway and an OHV
almost collided with them. The guy got off the quad and started yelling at the resident
for not watching where he's driving. It was pretty interesting. We've had other
incidents too that were kind of concerning to me. One of the things I guess that I see
that is a big issue here is I think you've got more than one issue, that's the whole
problem. One of them is you want to open up the ditches to recreational use and to me
I don't think our ditches are the place for recreational use. That's absolutely wrong.
You really need to concentrate on this development west of RR83 where the Brazeau
ATV Club has their trails. You need to concentrate on developing this Brazeau area for
recreational use cause there are several things that happen here. One is the ATV trails
and I think we need ATV trails for people to ride where they can go and go for long rides
like touring trails. I think this is really important and there's been suggestions that
develop trails all the way from RR83 or the Brazeau Dam all the way out to Edson. I
think this would be good to have a trail out there for people to ride. You need a place
where you can sacrifice the environment, where people can go and they can do mud
bogging or hill climbing or whatever they want to do, or motor cross. These got to be
places where you know you're going to have total environmental damage, but you got
to realize if you keep it in the confined area, at least you won't be spreading it all over
the place. These are important things Ithink the Brazeau County needs to be
concentrating on, rather than opening up our ditches to outside users for recreational
use. This has been a real concern of mine. I can see a lot of local people wanting to get
from one place to another, even with our recreation area there, maybe the County
should figure out how can we access this recreation area for local residents. Maybe
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there's a way of handling this, but this is what you've got to look at. You've got to look
at control, management and stewardship. These are the three important things in this
whole process and its going to require a lot more work than what you've put into it so
far with this new bylaw. You have to sit down and do a lot of thinking, I think we need a
lot of discussions on this whole thing before you go anywhere with this new bylaw.
Thank you.

Grace Meuller - When I read this proposed thing in the paper I was very concerned
because we have already had robberies at our place and I think this just opens up
another way for people access our place and scope it out and come back and take what
they want and go. I mean whose going to say that when a quad goes down a road that
they are going from point (a) to point (b). Who's going to say that they don't just drive
in your driveway get what they want and drive out again and who is going to police it.
You guys have no way of policing this can you. Is there anyway the constables can run
these quads down. We already hear of quads being stolen and trailed for how many
miles and they can't find them and there's all these oil road that they can go down and
hide in, so that's one thing that concerns me. Another thing that concerns me is our
ditches being ruined and sure it's already in place that the farmers and Telus can go in
and do it, but that is work related and Ifeel that's the way it should stay. There are
places for people to do recreation and for them to run down our roads to go to
recreation, I don't think it's a safe thing to do, especially with all the oilfield stuff going
on. All these wide loads going down the road and then you're going to meet a quad
going down the road. Say you do collide with someone, then the person causing it will
feel so bad. I don't think that letting quads run down our ditch is a good thing.
Mike Meuller - I've been a resident of this County for probably close to 60 years and it
was brought up earlier that we used to drive the quads and snowmobiles on the road
and this is true and I used to do it. But times have changes and this place has changed a
lot in the last 20 years and a lot more in the last 30 years. I think the bylaw we have,
one of the reasons it was brought in because of complaints from landowner, we had
quads and snowmobiles running around our hay fields. You can't police them. Ifyou do
ask them to leave, they get mad at you. One of the good points brought up is liabilityfor
the County. What happens when someone runs into one of your culverts. Ifthey aren't
adequately marked, you guys should be liable for it because It's there and it's a hazard
you've created by letting people run in the ditches. There's a number of things to look
at. I like the bylaw the way it is, maybe it needs a little tweaking for agricultural and
work related things. It was also brought up about the quads and the signal lights and
the safety and everything else. I run an old Honda tricycle and I use it strictly for farm
work. It goes from one field to the other and the most it ever goes down a County road
is about 1000 feet. I don't intend on buying another one because I need all the safety
features for 1000 feet of road. I can look and if nobody's coming I go down the road, if
there someone coming I pull over and I stop and if we're going to have them running
everywhere, yes then we need the safety features, but I agree with that we should not
be turning out County road allowance and roadways into a recreation area. I think
that's absolutely wrong.
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Grace Meuller-There is a noise issue. We already have come into contact with the
noise issue more than once because even though it is illegal for these quads to go down
the ditch. We live along the main roads and we live along the County roads on both

sides and we hear them going and who can stop them. By the time you call somebody
they are already gone. If you open this up to recreation and people are allowed to go
from point (a) to point (b), how many quads are you going to get going from point (a) to
point (b) and then if you are going to open it up till 10:00 at night when does a person
ever go outside and sit in their lawn chair and enjoy the beauty and the birds singing.
You wouldn't be able to hear the birds singing.
Lynn Raines -1 keep hearing a few bad apples but the reality of it is all laws are created
because of bad apples, whether it's a bylaw or anything else.
Heidi Swan - Mrs. Johnson is shy so she asked me to say she doesn't believe you should
discriminate between farmers and regular people.
Heather Anderson -1 just have one question regarding the reflection of the liability
thing because I don't know what really is in place it is so hard to get compensation for
damage on property as I've had fences taken out already from vehicle hitting my fences.
I have a 40,000 fence along the highway that has been ruined twice and have yet to be
compensated for it. I don't know what will be in place when you have a law that allows
recreation use in our ditches. What are we going to do when the County allows the
recreation use to be opened up in our County roads and ditches and people help
themselves to open unfenced land that's privately owned or oil leases and damage is
done? Who is going to be liable for those costs then because we're never going to catch
them?

Heidi Swan - There Is no difference between liability for a car hitting a ditch or a fence
or anything else. What liability does the County have in place if a car hits an approach?

944/14

Moved by K. Westerlund that the Council meeting of August 5, 2014
come out of public hearing at 11:30 am.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

945/14

Moved by K. Westerlund to receive the information received regarding
the OHV Bylaw.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

946/14

Moved by R. Moir to table further discussion regarding the draft OHV
Bylaw till later in the meeting.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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Public Input Session

Allan Taylor
• Toxic roundup - oil, antifreeze, paint, tires, batteries, TV's etc.
• Wliat amount of oil will be accepted
• Ditch was sprayed on his side of the highway, but thistle was left on the opposite
side

Heather Anderson -

•

RR 63 Speed Limit

Mark Raines•

Road Maintenance Protocols

Cliff Whitelock-

•

There are people who will pick up used oil and old batteries

Lori Heggie -

•

Attended the meeting to speak to Council regarding her Development Permit
Application

PLANNING AND

DEVELOPMENT

Planning and Development
Lori Heggie Development Permit

Council reviewed the report presented.

947/14

Moved by A. Heinrich to approve Option Ain that the applicant is
required to apply for and obtain a development permit but that the fee
be waived.

IN FAVOUR:

S. Mahan
R. Moir

M. Gressler
K. Westerlund
A. Heinrich

M.Thompson
OPPOSED:

CARRIED

P. Vos
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Adoption of Statutory Document 14A-006

Council reviewed the report presented.

948/14

iVIoved by5. iVIahan to give first readingto Bylaw 847-14 and to schedule
a public hearing for 10:15 am on September 16, 2014.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
RECESS FOR
LUNCH

949/14

Moved by M. Thompson that the regular Council meeting of
August 5, 2014 recess for lunch at 12:13 pm.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
CALL TO
ORDER

Reeve P. Vos called the meeting to order at 1:03 Pm.

PRESENT

P. Vos, Reeve

R. Moir, Councillor
M. Thompson, Councillor
M. Gressler, Councillor
A. Heinrich, Councillor
S. Mahan, Councillor
K. Westerlund, Councillor

B. Christie, Acting Chief Administrative Officer
K. Robinson, Executive Assistant
T. Thomson, Fire Chief
R. Ennis, Director of Community Services

J. Evasiuk, Director of Public Works and Infrastructure
OTHERS

M. Lulla, Western Review

GENERAL
MATTERS

General Matters

Council reviewed the verbal report presented.

950/14

Moved by S. Mahan that Council provides their support in lobbying
AAMDC and other parties as necessary in regards to federal funding for
rural broadband.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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COMMUNITY
SERVICES

Community Services
Draft OHV Bylaw 841-14

951/14

Moved by M. Gresslerto table further discussion regarding the
draft OHV Bylaw until additional information is received.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

952/14

Moved by R. Moirto add to meeting dates an OHV education discussion
for Council.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
PUBLIC WORKS

Public Works and Infrastructure

Issues with AESRD Approval Process

Council reviewed the report presented.

953/14

Moved by A. Heinrich to request a meeting with Minister Diana McQueen
and Ministers of Environment and Transportation.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Used Oil/Antifreeze Collection at Transfer Sites

Council reviewed the report presented.

954/14

Moved by M.Thompson to place ad in newspapers indicating what the
transfer sites will accept and options for whom the public can call to take
what we don't.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Speed Limit on RR 63 - Bylaw 848-14

955/14

Moved by R. Moirto give first reading to Bylaw 848-14 as amended.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

956/14

Moved by A. Heinrich to give second reading to Bylaw 848-14.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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Moved by M. Gressler to give unanimous consent to proceed to
third reading for Bylaw 848-14.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

958/14

Moved by M. Thompson to give third and final reading to Bylaw 848-14.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

959/14

Moved by A. Heinrich that Administration provide an update on the land
purchase process and status for RR 63 for the September 16, 2014
Council meeting.

IN FAVOUR:

S. Mahan
R. Moir

M. Gressler
K. Westerlund

A. Heinrich

M. Thompson
OPPOSED:

P. Vos

CARRIED

Request from ESRD to Access Lodgepole Transfer Station

Council reviewed the report presented.

960/14

Moved by K. Westerlund to forward a letter denying the request and
suggest they rent a bin from Rainbow Waste.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Township Road 481

Council reviewed the report presented.

961/14
IN FAVOUR:

Moved by A. Heinrich to add Twp. Rd. 481 to the road request list.
P. Vos
R. Moir

K. Westerlund
A. Heinrich

OPPOSED

S. Mahan
M. Gressler

M. Thompson
CARRIED
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BIrchwood Village Greens Secondary Access

Council reviewed the report presented.

962/14

Moved by R. Moir to receive for information.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Joint Snow Removal with Town of Dravton Vallev

Council reviewed the report presented.

963/14

Moved by S. Mahan to table until the August 19, 2014 Council meeting.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
PLANNING &

DEVELOPMENT

Planning and Development
Land Use Bvlaw Amendment 14A-009

Council reviewed the report presented.

964/14

Moved by A. Heinrich to give first reading to Bylaw 845-14 and to
schedule a public hearing for 10:00 am on September 16, 2014.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Reeve P. Vos called for a break at 2:50 pm and the meeting resumed at 2:59 pm.
Birchwood Village Greens Geotechnical Assessment & Floodplain Studv

Council reviewed the report presented.

965/14

Moved by R. Moir that Administration research costs associated with a
Birchwood Village Greens Geotechnical Assessment &. Floodplain Study.

IN FAVOUR:

R. Moir

K. Westerlund
P. Vos

M. Gressler
A. Heinrich

M. Thompson
OPPOSED:

CARRIED

S. Mahan
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Land Use Bylaw Amendment 14A-010

Council reviewed the report presented.

966/14

Moved by S. Mahan to givefirst reading to Bylaw 846-14 and to schedule
a public hearing for 10:30 am on September 16, 2014.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

CORRESPONENCE

ITEMS

Correspondence/ltems for information

Correspondence from Minister of Energy Diana McQueen regarding support for
Brazeau ATV Club

967/14

Moved by R. Moirto provide a response to Minister McQueen regarding
support for the Brazeau ATV Club.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Alberta Energy Regulator's First Annual Report

968/14

Moved by K. Westerlund to receive for information.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Correspondence from Alberta Transportation Regarding Speed Zone Entering Cynthia

969/14

Moved by A. Heinrich to forward another letter to Alberta Transportation
requesting consideration of the County's original request.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY

Correspondence from Mayor Glenn McLean. Town of Dravton Valley regarding
Bus Hub at former H. W. Picl<up Junior High School site

970/14

Moved by M. Gressler to receive for information.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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COUNCILLOR

REPORTS

Councillor Reports-June 30. 2014

Reeve P. Vos reported that she attended:
> Joint Council Meeting
> BioARCC Meeting
> Telus Fiber Optic Meeting
> Keyera Presentation
> Land Use Planning
> Regular Council Meeting
> Alberta Energy Roundtables Red Deer
> Rural Internet Communications meeting with Deputy Minister Service Alberta
> Policy Review
> Opening of Cynthia Pembina Pipeline Full Service Terminal
> Frank Maddock High School Graduation - NO CHARGE
Councillor A. Heinrich reported that he attended:
> Joint Council Meeting
> Telus Fiber Optic Meeting
> Municipal Partnership Headquarters Meeting
> Agplex Meeting
> Strategic LUB Planning
> Regular Council Meeting
>

NSWA-AGM at St. Albert

> North Sask Regional Planning Meeting in Camrose
> DV Library Board Meeting
> Aboriginal Day
> Policy Review Meeting
> EPPBR Park Council Meeting
> Water Reuse Conference in Calgary 2 days
Councillors. Mahan reported that she attended:
>

MPC

> FSCC visit to Kool Kids Camp
> Joint Council Meeting
>

Land Use Education

>

Regular Council Meeting

Councillor R. Moir reported that she attended:

>

Drayton valley Community Coalition/safe and healthy community working group

>

MPC

> Joint Council Meeting
> Drayton Valley Business Leader Dinner Invitation - Telus Fiber Optic Line
> RCMP Open House - NO CHARGE
> Ag-recreation committee meeting
> Drayton Valley Chamber Meeting
> Keyera Reception regarding new business venture
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> Land Use Bylaw Council Workshop
> Regular Council Meeting
> Ag Service Board Meeting
> Joint Library Meeting with Breton to discuss plan of service
> North Sask Regional Plan Workshop in Camrose

> Joint Library meeting with Drayton Valley to discuss plan of service
>

County Policy Review

>

MPC

> David Thompson Health Advisory Council Community Forum in Olds
> Attended Town of Drayton Valley Event with Diana McQueen and Jim Prentice
Councillor K. Westerlund reported that she attended:
>

MPC

>

DVTriathlon-NO CHARGE

>

Joint Council Meeting

>

Telus Fiber Communication Announcement

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

RCMP Open House - NO CHARGE
Keyera Community Announcement
Brazeau County Fair Opening Ceremony - NO CHARGE
LUB Planning Session
Regular Council Meeting
Ag Service Board
Joint Housing Committee
Policy Review

>

MPC

>

MLA Golf Tournament-NO CHARGE

Councillor M. Gressler reported that he attended:
> West Central Airshed Society
> Joint Council Meeting
> Telus Meeting Fiber Optics
>

North Saskatchewan Headwaters

>

Land Use Education

>

Council Meeting

>

NSWAAGM

>
>
>

Policy Review
Physician Recruitment
Water Reuse Conference in Calgary 2 days

Councillor M. Thompson reported that she attended:
> Buck Creek meeting
> Joint Council Meeting
> Telus Meeting
> PSAM Meeting
> Strategy Planning Meeting with Ben Saunders
> Council Meeting
> Breton Library Meeting
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Policy Review

'r David Thompson Health Meeting Olds {time offset for May 27^^ charged in error)
'r

Travel time from Olds

^

Breton Graduation

'r Meeting with Jim Prentice

971/14

Moved by M. Thompson to receive the Councillor Reports as submitted.
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972/14

Moved by A. Heinrich to table items 16 - 42 until the August 19, 2014
Council meeting.

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
MEETING
DATES

Meeting Dates

October 23 - 25. 2014 Alberta Recreation and Parks Conference

973/14

Moved by A. Heinrich to approve Councils attendance at the Alberta
Recreation and Parks Conference October 23-25, 2014.
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OHV Education Session

Tentative dates - October 8, 2014 (afternoon); October 9, 2014 or October 10, 2014
(morning).
ADJOURNMENT

974/14

Moved by A. Heinrich that the regular Council Meeting of August 5, 2014
adjourn at 3:40 pm.
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ief Administrative Officer

